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ON ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR FOR THE
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Abstract. This paper is concerned with the Hawkins random sieve which

is a probabilistic analogue of the sieve of Eratosthenes. Analogues of the

prime number theorem and Mertens' theorem have previously been obtained

for this sieve by classical probabilistic methods. In the present paper, sharper

results akin to the Riemann hypothesis are obtained by a more elegant

martingale approach.

The following random sieve procedure introduced by Hawkins [1], [2] is a

stochastic analogue of the sieve of Eratosthenes: Let,4, = {2,3,4,5,6,...}.

Stage 1. Put Xx = min Ax. From the set AX\{XX) each number in turn is

(independently of the others) deleted with probability A^-1 or not deleted with

probability 1 — Aj-1. The set of elements of ^^{A^} which remain is denoted

by A2.

Stage n. Put X„ = min An. From the set An\{Xn} each number in turn is

(independently of the others) deleted with probability X~x or not deleted with

probability 1 - X~x. The set of elements of A„\{Xn} which remain is denoted

byAn+x.
Define

yn= n (i-vr1.
1</K«

Wunderlich [5], [6] has obtained the results
L J L        J

lim (n log n)~ X„ = 1 a.s.,    and     lim (log n)~x Y„ = 1 a.s.
n—>oo n-»cc

which are analogues of the prime number theorem and Mertens' theorem

respectively. These results have been obtained by classical probabilistic

methods involving detailed estimation of moments. In this paper we shall

obtain sharper results, akin to the Riemann hypothesis, using a more elegant

martingale approach. These results are given in the following theorem and are

different in character from those obtained for a diffusion analogue by

Williams [4].

Theorem, (i) linv^log log n)~X(n~xXn - log n) = 1 a.s.,

(ii) lim^Oog log n)-](Yn - log n) = 1 a.s.
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Proof. We first note, following Williams [4], that the process {(Xn,Y„),n

> 1} is Markovian with Xx = Yx = 2, and

P(Xn+\ -X„~ f\Xn, Y„) = Y~x(l - Y~xY'1,       j > 1,

so that in particular

0) E(Xn+x\Xn,Yn) = Xn+Yn

and

(2) E[(Xn+x -Xn- Yn)2\X„, Y„] = Y2 - Y„.

Next note that

n n-\
Y„ - 2 YjX~x = y„(i - x~x) - 2 YjXj-1

j=\ j=\

n-\
=  ^,-1 _   2   YjXj     ,

j=\

and hence, by continued reduction,

(3) Yn - 2  YjX-x - 1, - YxXfx = I,       V« > 1.
7=1

Now observe that the process

{ ¿2 [Xk Yk~x - E(Xk Yk~x\Xk_x, Yk_x)],n > 2}

is a zero-mean martingale and, using (1),

„

2   [XkYk~x - E(XkYk~x\Xk_x,Yk_x)]
k=2

= 2, [xk Yk-X - Yk~_\E(Xk - l\Xk_x, rk_,)]

= À ™ Yk      ~ Xk~l Yk~l ~ l + '

n

= XnY~x -n+  2   Ykz\,
k=2

while, using (2),

E[(Xk Yk~   - Xk_x Yk~_\ - 1 + Yk~_\) \Xk_x, Yk_x]

= Yk-\E[(Xk - Xk_x - Yk_x) !-**._,, >3k—13

= 1 - YkZ\.

Hence, if {c„} is a sequence of positive constants such that cn f 00  and

2 c~2 < 00, then
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C?  2  [Xk Yfl - E(Xk Yk-X \Xk_x, Yk_x)] -» 0   a.s.
k = 2

as n —> oo (Neveu [3, Proposition IV-6-2]) and, in particular, using (4),

(5) n-^(xnY-x-n+  Í2Yk-_\^0   a.s.

as n —> oo.

We must have Y„ Î oo a.s., for if not (5) gives Xn = 0(n) a.s. on the

exceptional set (limn_>00 Yn < oo) which provides a contradiction (since Y„

Î oo on the set {2 A'.-1 = oo}) unless the exceptional set has zero probability.

Thus, n~x 2¡t=2 Y¿-l ~* 0 a.s. as n -> oo and (5) gives

(6) «-'A-,, yfl-' = «-» [*„ r„-' - « + ¿ y,-J,l + i - «-" ¿ j£> -* i
L k = 2 J Ar=2

as n -* oo.

Next, using (6) together with (3),

(log M)"1 T„ = (log H)"1 (kb - ¿  YjXfx )

(7) V    /=' '
+(log «)*' 2 (J^-1 -/-') + Oog «)"' 2 r' -» 1 a.s.

7-1 y=i

a.s.

since

(log «)"' 2 (YjX~x -/"») = (log «)-' 2 r't/W1 - 1) -> 0  a.s.
j-\ 7=1 V   '

via Toeplitz' lemma. An application of (7) in (6) then gives

(8) (n\ogn)~xXn-+ 1    a.s.

The results (7) and (8) are those of Wunderlich cited above.

Proceeding further, we have from (5) and (7) and with another application

of Toeplitz' lemma that almost surely

XnY-x-n = -2   Yk~x+o(n3/*)
k— 1

= -  2  [Yk~l - Oog A:)"1] -  2  Oog A:)"1 + o(«3/4)
fc-2 k=2

(9) = -  2  (log k)'1^ log k - I] -  2 Oog *)"' + o(«3/4)
*-2 k=2

= -(1 + o(\)) 2  (log k)~X + o(n3/4)
k=2

= -(i + 0(i)Miog«r',

so that
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n~xXn -Yn = -Yn(log nf\\ + o(l))   a.s.

and hence, from (7),

(10) n~xXn - Yn = -1 + o(l)    a.s.

It therefore remains only to prove part (i) of the Theorem, for part (ii) will then

follow using (10).

We have, using (3),

lim (log log n)-x(Y„ - log «) =  lim (log log «)'' ( ¿   YjX~x - log «)
n->oo n-*oo \/'=l /

=  hm (log log «r1 2 J-\jYjXrx - 1),
«-00 j = 2

since 2"=i j~l — log n -» y, Euler's constant, as « -* oo. To deal with (11) we

rewrite (9) in the form

i i i
nYnX~x =(1 - (log n)~x + RnyX

where | Rn \ — o(log n)"   a.s., and expand to obtain

nYnX~x - 1 + (log «r1 + Tn,

where |3¡J = o(log n)~  a.s. as « -» oo. Then,

2 rl(JYjXfl -0=2 Gog»"' + 2 3? - (1 + o(l))log log «    a.s.
7=2 7=2 y=2

and result (i) follows from (11). This completes the proof.

Note added in proof. Since this paper was written, the discrete analogue of

the result of Williams [4] has appeared in a paper by W. Neudecker and D.

Williams, Compositio Math. 29 (1974), 197-200.
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